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VIAC – Questionnaire for Arbitrators 

1. Name: Dr. Thomas Frad

2. Citizenship: Austria

3. Contact information:

Address: KWR Karasek Wietrzyk Rechtsanwälte GmbH, Fleischmarkt 1, 3. Stock; A-1010 Vienna, Austria
Telephone: +43 1 24500 3135

Fax: +43 1 24500 63139

E-Mail: thomas.frad@kwr.at

Website: www.kwr.at

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/thomas-frad

4. Current position:

Rechtsanwalt (Attorney at law)

Managing Partner, KWR Karasek Wietrzyk Rechtsanwälte GmbH

5. Education:

Mag.jur, Faculty of Law, University of Vienna (1994)

Academic European Law Expert, Danube University Krems (1999)

Dr.jur, Faculty of Law, University of Vienna (1999)

6. Practiced experience in arbitration

 How many arbitrations have you participated in (domestic/international); under which Rules?

26 (5 domestic/21 international); ICC, VIAC, Ständiges Schiedsgericht der Wirtschaftskammer Wien,

Schiedsgericht der landwirtschaftlichen Produktenbörse Wien, Ad-Hoc

 How often have you acted as Chairman?

0

 How often have you acted as Sole Arbitrator?

1

 How often have you acted as Co-Arbitrator?

8

 How often have you acted as Counsel?

17

 How often have you acted in a different function (e.g. Administrative Secretary)?

0

7. Publications and other activities in arbitration (e.g. training sessions, seminars, conferences, articles

and others):

Dispute resolution boards under Austrian law, Construction law international Vol. 15, Issue 1 Page 10

Neue Regelung zur Streitbeilegung im FIDIC Verträgen, Festschrift 40 Jahre Österreichische

Gesellschaft für Baurecht und Bauwirtschaft, 103 (2019)
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Streitbeilegung im FIDIC Verträgen in Czernich/Deixler-Hübner/Schauer (Herausgeber HRSG) 

Handbuch Schiedsrecht, 985 (2018) 

Alternative Beilegung von Baukonflikten F, FS Karasek, 159 (2018)  

Zulässigkeit der Streitverkündung im Schiedsverfahren gemeinsam mit Elisabeth Fischer, Ecolex 

2016/917 

Einbeziehung von Zeugen und Parteien in die Prozessvorbereitung gemeinsam mit Elisabeth Fischer, 

Exolex 2015/385 

8. Membership in arbitral institutions / functions in arbitral institutions/organizations: 

Arbaut, DIS 

Listed as Arbitrator at VIAC and the Bar Association Vienna 

Listed in the German list of FIDIC adjudicators (VBI) 

9. Languages 

Mother tongue: German 

Working languages (i.e. languages in which you have both a spoken and written command so that 

you may conduct arbitral proceedings in this language): English, German 

10. In which legal system have you trained? 

Civil Law, Austrian Law 

11. What is your main jurisdiction of practice? 

 Austria 

12. In which jurisdictions are you admitted to the bar? 

Austria 

13. Special expertise or specializations (please list a maximum of five): 

Aviation, Construction, Damages, Engineering, Insurance 

14. Date of birth: 

16th March, 1967 

VIAC offers arbitration practitioners the possibility to present themselves on its website. VIAC reserves 

the right to publish any presentations submitted and to remove it as the case may be. Parties are free 

to nominate an arbitrator of their choice and so is the VIAC Board when appointing an arbitrator. 

These presentations do not constitute recommendations but may assist the parties in choosing an 

arbitrator willing to conduct proceedings according to the Vienna Rules. The fact that an arbitration 

practitioner appears on this list, does not authorize this person to use the title "VIAC-arbitrator". 

 

 I have completed this questionnaire to the above to the best of my knowledge and believe they are 

accurate. 

 

 I hereby consent that the data provided in this questionnaire may be processed for the 

appointment of arbitrators and published by VIAC. This includes in particular publication on the 

website of VIAC as well as use in any presentations, etc. This consent may be withdrawn at any time by 

contacting VIAC at our general contacts, in particular by email addressed to office@viac.eu. The 
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consequence of any such withdrawal will be that my data will no longer be processed by VIAC. For 

further information, see our privacy statement at http://www.viac.eu. 

 

 

 

 

Vienna, September 21, 2020 


